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The Northrop (later Northrop Grumman) B-2 Spirit, also known as the Stealth Bomber, is an American heavy
penetration strategic bomber, featuring low observable stealth technology designed for penetrating dense
anti-aircraft defenses; it is a flying wing design with a crew of two. The bomber can deploy both conventional
and thermonuclear weapons, such as eighty 500 lb (230 kg)-class JDAM Global ...
Northrop Grumman B-2 Spirit - Wikipedia
This RAB Lighting STL360HBW Super Stealth 360 sensor with HB101 bullet-shaped floodlights uses a 150W
PAR38 lamp (not included). It accepts 120V input power and has a white cast aluminum housing that is
lightweight and corrosion-resistant.
RAB Lighting STL360HBW Super Stealth 360 - amazon.com
Capture all the wildlife action and do some serious scouting in the field this season even when you can't be
there with the help of the Stealth Cam G42NGNC 10MP HD Video IR Game Trail Camera.
Stealth Cam G42 No-Glo Trail Game Camera STC-G42NG
The Chengdu J-20 (simplified Chinese: æ-¼-20; traditional Chinese: æ®²-20) is a single-seat, twinjet,
all-weather, stealth fifth-generation fighter aircraft developed by China's Chengdu Aerospace Corporation for
the People's Liberation Army Air Force (PLAAF). The J-20 is designed as an air superiority fighter with
precision strike capability; it descends from the J-XX program of the 1990s.
Chengdu J-20 - Wikipedia
The plane in these pictures is still officially the 'Air Vehicle Number 1', a prototype, on board the USS George
Washington CVN-73 for catapult fit checks.
plus: USS New York - jwvsw.org
If you decide that a battery like the Dyna-Batt is the right battery for you, then consider purchasing the
Genesis G16EP or Odyssey PC 680. Peformance Distributors sells the Dyna-Batt at a price ($132 to $155)
that is much higher than the list price for the G16EP, which is about $90.
Stealth 316 - Dyna-Batt Battery
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